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“My dear boy, there’s nothing stronger than those  

two warriors, patience and time.”
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On the cover: Hailey Baldwin wears a mesh bodysuit by Elisabetta Franchi, 
a gold-and-leather necklace by Philipp Plein, over-the-knee boots by Maison 

Ernest, and stay-ups by Falke. Photographed by Gilles Bensimon.
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style

Dial up your style with the season’s coolest color

Clockwise from top: Casual blazer, LARDINI (available at farfetch.com). Watch, VACHERON CONSTANTIN. Yves Klein, TASCHEN.  
Ring, DAVID YuRmAN. Sunglasses, DITA. Fragrance, TOm fORD. Loafers, J.m. WESTON (available at mrporter.com). Briefcase, mONT BLANC.  

John Coltrane’s Blue Train, vintage. Cuff links, mONT BLANC. Scotch whisky, HAIG CLuB. For more information, see page 94. 
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Channel your inner Maverick 
with these aviator accessories

TOP GUN

style
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Clockwise from top left: Helmet with oxygen mask, GENTEX. Carpenters’ divider, STARRETT. Bomber, BURBERRY. Scarf, TOM FORD (available at 
Nordstrom). Watch, BREITLING. Fragrance, ACQUA DI PARMA. Buck Danny comic book, DUPUIS. Boots, JOSEPH CHEANEY & SONS. Aviator chair, 

RESTORATION HARDWARE. Sunglasses, THOM BROWNE (available at mrporter.com). Cuff links, BREMONT. For more information, see page 94.
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The world’s elite horologists are obsessed with 

precision. Their creations strive for perfection 

not only in appearance but performance, and 

cost becomes an afterthought in this pursuit. 

Even forces of nature have proven no match 

for the relentless march toward the ultimate 

timepiece, ever since 1801 when Abraham-Louis 

Breguet conquered gravity with his invention, 

the tourbillon.

When a watch remains in the same posi-

tion for a period of time, gravity will actually 

alter the movements of the fragile mechanical 

pieces within it. To counter this phenomenon, 

Breguet—and countless watchmakers in his 

footsteps—created a mechanism in which the  

escapement and balance rotate throughout  

the day, distributing gravity’s force from all 

angles to cancel out any impairment of time-

keeping accuracy. Over the years, these designs 

have become more complex and more beauti-

ful, culminating in the jaw-dropping varieties  

offered by the world’s leading horological crafts-

men today, with price tags that can approach 

those of a luxury yacht. —Keith Gordon

Ulysse Nardin Marine Grand Deck 

Tourbillon in 18k White Gold

SPACE AND TIME
Top horologists conquer gravity itself with 
their tourbillon watches

Jacob & Co Astronomia Tourbillon in 18k Rose Gold
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Arnold & Son TEC1 Tourbillon 

in 18k Red Gold 





Beat the heat with these  
summertime hydrating essentials

GET WET

GROOMING

Moisturizer, SHISEIDO 
MEN. Antiaging treatment, 

SJÄL. Aftershave, 
CLARINSMEN. Cleanser, 

PERRICONE MD. Post-sun 
body mist, HERBIVORE 

BOTANICALS. Fragrance,  
FUEGUIA 1833.  

Sunscreen, LANCER.  
For more information,  

see page 94.

P h o t o g ra p h e d  b y  M A R K  P L AT T   S t y l e d  b y  PAU L  O ’ D E A





Riding the New Nordic wave, this adventurous Scandinavian spirit is 
appearing in some of the world’s best cocktail bars and restaurants

AQUAVIT’S ARRIVAL

DRINK

When it comes to spirits and cocktails, sweet 

is easy to love. Sweet is simple, unthinking,  

unchallenging. Sweet never asks anything of 

you, never suggests that you meet it halfway. 

Fruity liqueurs, sugary mixers, and syrupy  

concoctions never force you to question long-

held beliefs as they tend to your needy sweet 

tooth. Sweet gives you a figurative shoulder rub, 

even when you’re a jerk. 

Then there’s savory. Savory bites a little, 

smells of strange aromas, and tastes mysterious. 

Chewy, earthy, salty, spicy, bitter, and smoky 

can all be confounding to the person who loves 

sweet. But savory doesn’t need to impress you. 

Savory knows how sexy it is. Savory wants you to 

think for yourself, to embrace complexity. Savory 

is going to speak another language and expect 

you to keep up.

Savory, ever so slowly, has pushed its way 

into the modern cocktail bar, with more and 

more bartenders coaxing drinkers out of their 

Te x t  b y  JA S O N  W I L S O N

sweet comfort zone and into the land of umami. 

High atop the savory spirit list, hailing from 

Scandinavia, is aquavit, which means “water of 

life” in Latin, a distilled spirit (usually grain or 

potato) that’s flavored predominantly with cara-

way and/or dill. There are usually other herbs 

and spices in the mix, but caraway or dill must 

be the lead botanical. In essence, aquavit is like 

a gin that’s flavored with caraway or dill rather 

than juniper. Or, for those poor souls still cling-

ing to their flavorless vodkas, aquavit is like a 

vodka laced with savory herbs.

It’s difficult to understate how central 

aquavit is to the traditional tables of Denmark,  

Norway, and Sweden. Aquavit flows during the 

annual midsummer holiday in late June, during 

the summer solstice, when sunlight stretches 

into the wee hours. You’ll also find aquavit at 

Christmas and Easter, during formal business 

dinners, or at family lunches on Sunday, often  

accompanied by a beer back. 

NORDIC SNAPPER

Cocktail historians believe the Red Snapper was 

the less goopy precursor to the modern Bloody 

Mary. This Nordic twist calls for aquavit instead 

of vodka for a more herbal, spicy experience.

2 ounces aquavit

2 ounces tomato juice

¼ ounce freshly squeezed lemon juice

½ teaspoon worcestershire sauce

2 dashes celery bitters

pinch fine sea salt

pinch freshly ground black pepper

pinch cayenne pepper

twist of lemon peel, for garnish

Fill a cocktail shaker halfway with ice. Add the 

aquavit, tomato juice, lemon juice, Worcestershire 

sauce, celery bitters, salt, black pepper, and 

cayenne pepper. Shake well for at least 30 

seconds, then strain into an ice-filled highball 

glass. Garnish with a twist of lemon peel.

Source: Jason Wilson t
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Until recently, however, aquavit had fallen 

out of favor with younger drinkers. “Outside of 

holidays, it was seen as an old-man drink,” says 

Thomas Klem Andersen, who writes for the 

Danish drinks blog Cocktails of Copenhagen. 

“For the younger generation, it was something 

you drank in shots straight from the freezer. But 

that’s changing.” 

Aquavit began to emerge as an artisanal 

spirit in the late 2000s, around the same time 

that cutting-edge New Nordic cuisine began 

to influence restaurants around the world. In 

fact, aquavit is one of the few spirits in the world 

that traditionally pair well with food. It’s always 

been sipped alongside pickled herring, smoked  

salmon, or boiled crayfish. Which makes sense if 

you think of pairings with caraway and dill. 

While there are a number of small, craft 

aquavit distillers popping up throughout Scan-

dinavia, the two brands you’re most likely to find 

in the U.S. are Aalborg, from Denmark, and  
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BEETROOT BASHER

Somewhere between a Bloody Mary and a 

Dark ’n’ Stormy, this drink, adapted from 

the Copenhagen cocktail bar Duck and 

Cover, presents a challenge to one’s flavor 

preconceptions. “Consider that this must be one 

of the healthiest drinks you’ll bump into,” says 

Thomas Klem Andersen, editor at Cocktails of 

Copenhagen. 

2 ounces aquavit

1 pinch celery salt 

¾ ounce lemon juice

1 bar spoon simple syrup

1 ounce ginger beer

1 ounce beetroot juice

Build it in a highball glass and stir a bit. 

Garnish with a twig of dill, a slice of ginger, and 

if possible, a thin slice of dehydrated beetroot.

Adapted from Cocktails of Copenhagen

DRINK

Lysholm Linie, from Norway. Norwegian aqua-

vit generally ages in sherry casks. With Linie 

(which means “line” in Norwegian), those casks 

are famously carried aboard ships that cross  

the equator twice before the spirit is sold; the  

voyage date and ship are listed on every label. 

The flavor is supposedly mellowed by its voy-

age. Aalborg, particularly its “taffel,” or table-

style, bottling, is a little more intense, with more  

in-your-face caraway aromas and flavors. The  

popular Icelandic spirit Brennivín (nicknamed 

“Black Death”) is classified by the U.S. govern-

ment as aquavit, since it’s flavored with caraway. 

There is some debate, however, over whether it 

is a true aquavit.

There are also a few domestic distillers 

that turn out very good aquavit, such as House 

Spirits, which produces Krogstad aquavit in 

Portland, Oregon, and Minnesota-based Gamle 

Olde, which makes a dill-forward aquavit that’s 

rare to find in the U.S.

In cocktails, aquavit can be tricky. Perhaps 

not surprisingly, it works well as a flavorful,  

botanical substitute for vodka in a classic Bloody 

Mary. It also pairs really well with spicy ginger 

beer or aromatic tonics. But that’s just the  

beginning. One of my favorite new-wave aquavit 

cocktails is a variation on the Salty Dog, made 

at the Copenhagen cocktail bar Ruby, called the 

866 (the number of a long-distance Danish bus 

called the Graahundbus, or Greyhound bus). 

The 866 is equal parts aquavit, Campari, and 

grapefruit juice, stirred and poured into an ice-

filled rocks glass rimmed with salt, garnished 

with a dill sprig.

“Bartenders are exploring and experiment-

ing with it,” Andersen says. “We’re seeing how 

we can reinterpret this native spirit.”

A
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The Bentley Continental Flying Star by 
Touring burns bright—and with just 19 
units produced, will disappear fast

SHOOTING 
STAR

AUTO FOCUS

One of Bentley’s allures—beyond comfort and 

performance, of course—is rarity. This year, the 

Italian coachbuilder Touring Superleggera has 

begun delivering what is possibly the rarest Bent-

ley yet: the handcrafted Continental Flying Star. 

A limit of 19 units will be made, so move quickly.

Transformed from a Bentley Continental 

GTC convertible into a station wagon, the  

Flying Star is available in three variations: a 

standard 560-horsepower model, a 610-horse-

power Speed model, and a 630-horsepower 

Supersports model. All versions keep the Con-

tinental’s full-time AWD system but add self-

adjusting air springs and electronic dampers 

on each wheel. Paired with a six-speed auto-

matic transmission, the Supersports base 

model, which costs $322,600, plus the custom-

ization fee, can go from zero to 62 mph in  

3.9 seconds and reach a top speed of 204 mph.

Touring Superleggera painstakingly hand-

crafts each Flying Star. The process takes more 

than 4,000 hours at the company’s workshop 

near Milan. It involves constructing a new 

roof, body panels, rear wings, and internal  

reinforcements out of steel, and molding 

door skins and the entire tailgate section from  

aluminum. Outfitted with bespoke cabinetry 

and trim, the estate car tips the scales at more 

than 5,000 pounds, which makes its phenomenal 

speed even more astounding. For convenience, 

Touring Superleggera has partnered with 

Bentley Motors so that Flying Stars can be ser-

viced at Bentley dealerships. A special mutual  

warranty program provides a safeguard for both 

the Bentley donor car and the reconfigured  

version. The Flying Star is unlike any Bentley 

you’ve ever seen on the road. And frankly, that’s 

the point. —Keith Gordon

Bentley Continental  
Flying Star by Touring

Horsepower: 560/610/630

Engine: 6-liter W12

Max speed: 195/200/204 mph

0–62 mph: 5.1/4.8/3.9 secs

Curb weight: 5,258/5,258/5,060 lbs

Limited run: 19 units only

Transmission: 6-speed automatic





Te x t  b y  N I CO L A S  S T E C H E R 

HERE BE 
MONSTERS
The company that invented the 
automobile has revealed its fastest 
supercar yet: the “Beast of the 
Green Hell”

Only the second vehicle engineered from the 

ground up by Mercedes’ high-performance 

AMG division, the GT supercar was built to 

do one thing: battle the Porsche 911. Released 

in 2015, the GT line was imagined as a more  

focused and refined version of its predecessor, 

the gull-winged SLS. But to destroy monsters 

you must first  become one, so the mad scientists 

at AMG further weaponized the sleek coupé 

to unleash the GT “R”—a.k.a. the “Beast of the 

Green Hell.”

The moniker was earned after the GT R’s 

December 2016 record-setting lap of the  

Nordschleife, the Nürburgring’s North Loop, 

dubbed “the Green Hell” for its supreme  

difficulty. There are countless reasons why this 

lap time is important, but suffice it to say no 

other single metric so accurately judges a car’s 

absolute performance: how the power, accelera-

tion, suspension, handling, and gearing work  

in symphony. 

The GT R is the pinnacle of the AMG 

range. There are aerodynamic parts that move 

at high speeds (a front lip that lowers accord-

ing to the car’s downforce needs); sophisti-

cated coil-over suspension that adjusts to road  
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The most remarkable thing about the 
GT R is not its 198-mph top speed; it’s 

the car’s control at top speeds

drive
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conditions; and strategically placed carbon-fiber 

and magnesium parts. For the first time in a 

Mercedes production vehicle, the GT R fea-

tures a traction control system that can be fine-

tuned to one of nine settings. The canary-yellow 

dial in the center stack gives the driver great  

nuance to adjust the amount of wheel slippage 

the GT R will allow before alerting its safety 

wizardry. Its rear wheels even turn like your 

front wheels would—a high-performance bit of 

gadgetry that adds agility in sharp corners and 

balance at ludicrous speeds. 

Just how ludicrous? Try a 198-mph terminal 

speed, powered by a 577-horsepower twin-turbo-

charged V-8 power plant. Coming from the com-

pany that invented the automobile, that’s saying 

something. The most remarkable aspect of the 

GT R, however, is its control. This is a startlingly 

focused vehicle. Although the pivoting rear 

wheels make the steering input ultrasensitive, on 

streets the rear axle never leaves the asphalt. 

Monsters, it seems, never lose their grip.

Caption info here

Mercedes-AMG GT R
        Cost: From $157,000

        Horsepower: 577 hp at 6,250 rpm

        Peak torque: 516 lb-ft at 1,900 rpm

        Acceleration:  Zero to 60 in 3.5 sec

        Top speed:  198 mph

drive
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Fashion and vintage 
motorcycles come 
together for a righteous 
cause

THE
GOOD 
RIDE

BIKES

It all started with a photo of Jon 

Hamm. When Australian Mark 

Hawwa saw an image of the dash-

ing Mad Men actor in full Don 

Draper garb atop a vintage bike, 

he came up with an idea that would 

bring together a community of 

café racers that had been growing 

steadily for years. 

Now called the Distinguished 

Gentleman’s Ride, the event has 

grown into a charitable movement, 

having expanded from 2,500 riders 

in 64 cities in 2012 to more than 

57,000 participants in 505 cities and 

90 countries last year. Funds from 

the ride go to Movember, the men’s 

health nonprofit, to fund prostate 

cancer research and male suicide 

prevention programs. The ride has 

raised more than $8 million so far. 

This year’s event, on September 24, 

is expected to draw 65,000 bikers 

globally and raise $5 million. Check 

out gentlemansride.com for more 

info. —Keith Gordon

Rotterdam, the NetherlandsSydney London

Auckland, New Zealand

Milan

Forlì, Italy

Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Canberra, Australia

Vienna
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Car chases, superheroes,  
and Will Ferrell: Hollywood’s  
hottest summer releases

MAXIM 
MOVIES

SCREEN

The Mummy
This reboot of the Brendan Fraser thriller stars 

Tom Cruise and Russell Crowe and is the first 

installment of the new “Universal Monsters 

shared universe,” which will eventually fea-

ture ghoulish faves like Frankenstein and the 

Wolf Man. Keep an eye out for Sofia Boutella 

(Star Trek Beyond), whose villainous turn as the 

mummy brings the heat to the Egyptian desert.  

(Universal, June 9)

Wonder Woman
The fourth installment in the DC Extend-

ed Universe features Gal Gadot as Diana,  

Princess of the Amazons. When a pilot 

(Chris Pine) crashes and washes up on the 

shores of her home island in the early 20th cen-

tury, she learns the world is ablaze in global 

war. Determined to minimize the death and  

destruction unfolding around her, she heads 

for London to protect what’s left of civilization.  

(Warner Bros., June 2) 

Baby Driver
This fresh take on the heist flick combines world-

class precision driving, a kick-ass soundtrack, 

and a healthy dose of humor. Ansel Elgort plays 

Baby, a getaway-driving wunderkind who relies 

on music to perform his automotive feats. Jamie 

Foxx and Kevin Spacey appear as Baby’s cocon-

spirators, while Lily James (Downton Abbey) tries 

to change his daredevilish ways. Baby Driver 

is an adrenaline-fueled summer escape with  

exquisitely minimalist chase scenes that are a 

welcome respite from the “bigger is better” man-

tra of the Fast &  Furious franchise. (Sony/TriStar  

Pictures, June 28)

The House
Will Ferrell and Amy Poehler star in what is sure 

to be the comedic blockbuster of the summer. 

The SNL alums play suburban parents who 

blow their daughter’s college fund and attempt 

to make it back by opening an underground 

casino. The House also features funnymen Jason 

Mantzoukas (Transparent) and Nick Kroll (The 

League). (Warner Bros., June 30) 

Spider-Man: Homecoming
Set in the aftermath of Captain America: Civil 

War, the film follows the early exploits of Tom 

Holland’s Peter Parker as he tries to find a  

balance between his life as a superhero and that 

of a typical high schooler. Under the mentorship 

of Robert Downey Jr.’s Tony Stark, Spider-Man 

faces off against a new villain, Vulture, played by 

Oscar winner Michael Keaton. The result is a 

welcome reimagining of the Spidey franchise. 

(Sony Pictures, July 7)
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Want to join the party? 
Go to: themaximevents.com
Use invitation code MAXIM

for ticket & table access

On Saturday, June 24, 2017, The Maxim Hot 100 Party will once again dominate Hollywood 

with a celebrity-studded night of art, music, and fashion.

 
Held at the iconic Hollywood Palladium, the event boasts an exclusive guest list made up of the 

most interesting and beautiful people, who will celebrate the Maxim Hot 100 Issue with living

 art displays, fashion vignettes, interactive experiences, and A-list headlining talent.
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Te x t  b y  t k  n a m e 
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ATAETAsEExpLITEM”

Tiuia de voluptate sit poreiciatur aut moditiist, quidel molupti dolectu re-

pedis modis sam, ut inctation enihici llanis as dem liatur accaborectem fu-

gita vel eos doluptatur apiduci debisit es nienda consed mod et officideris 

esent, ut enditecti doluptur reium ni velenda provid quaerspe estrumq 

uostio doloris et eum fugiatent que et et quia et evel ium quam exero bla 

doluptur?

Ur? Quiatempore comnis re dolum is pedit, is que molorrum il ipsam 

volestrum eatquia tasperia con ernamus nectecea quam eos mos derero 

magnihicae sentiat iassim est lis dolut volupta vitatum renet unt.

Ne dia cullum enihit offic to tem volore, sus doluptur?

Si omnimaior audit, sitasped quis imet, cusdae nonserernam hari-

asped ut ma ipsa dia qui qui ipidel ipsant aspersped qui tet dent qui que 

voluptatem iust, nobis ilia sit quia volut aut 

alit, sam voluptatiis sim nost, cusae qui-

asseque quia inihiciendi quae mi, sum face-

prati ut asint et rectibus.

Id quam accus ius iur, volupta tecabore 

omniaep erfersp ernatianis si officte sinimax-

im ium ad que labo. Itatibusam nihit quam, 

quiatum nulpa duciant omnihil luptata id ent 

hillatibus audam etur renis pro debit 

doluptur?Puditis eos et il ilitatibusti ipsam aut 

laborem quiberc imoluptiore ea que non pro 

beribus sum eosandella conse vollab isimagn 

ihitist, initectur? Quid eum volore molupit 

atessequi delit odi totatem erspiet voluptae 

magnis et et vellor susam imporio ressum ea 

nem latur ad militatur?

Bus aboraepe nonseque magnatquia nobi-

tae ribusae et omniae expliti cum quate corpor 

moles atur, sae voles etum qui corepellab in 

eumque pre pro que nis ipidel eosaped que 

nam quaspe provid quos dolupti ullatureiur 

aut exped quidellaut quias aperunt essinum et 

rerum sam, suntur? Event eum dolupta id mi-

nulparci aut lita autenih icipita dellum as ero 

mod molorum restrume corehendit is et et lat.

Ucit fuga. As molupta tusdam sum, quia 

delenda epelestem inient ma porectent, quaeseque inctus dolorem acea 

idesto od quis aut aut molupiet, id ex et doluptatem duciaer umendignimus 

utaquo tem ipsunte nimusap eliquam imus deles eium esciatem voloreic-

tum harunt, eos iunti consed modis evelitatur mos doloreri ini ut labor-

rovid untiassintem laut pore, core ent ipsa debis am, comnis maximus por 

sit hillestio mod ut la consect otatus.

Nam lit omnis sinveni hitatiberum eaqui blanientur, non nestias perna-

mus atur? Quis dest quia conestionse cum, eate ilictat volorerionet del in 

non consequis earibus si nonse nus acerci odis cus expeles dolupitatur, sum 

a ernam, consectet vere coribusam expel imillatem. Omnimus rendit et 

volorestrum volupta quamet lacesci delessus, cum qui ut et quo quiasimet 

quassit, volupta iduntur se placium solum qui amus, corempor sedipsum et 

ra sedici apienis sit quia dolut fugitiora experis 

mos et fuga. Oluptatem reperias aliquuntiur?

Equi ipis quas et estecabo. Experibus vel-

iqui sequam voluptates dolupta tectem rem-

post idunt exerruntiate ea simperem. Nam 

dendae nonsectur seditatistet officit illore la-

tur senetus.

Ne cus es repudamusam faccuptamet 

audi cum arum et laut rerunti orerum unt quis 

culpa cum con plantin ihictat iassuntion cus, 

sandunti res ea quibero magnimi, omnimag-

niae quia quam estio. Ita sapis quiam, sum 

faceatin pa sini optas di tempe cus, temporu 

ptibus eaque pori doluptassi net liquas sam, te 

sum quatemod quasita turibus.

Hentiam iure dolupta spedis re, quo 

beatemqui volorro blaborem asin ped maio 

maios ium eos diorrorro occusae istrum il in-

tiust quodis aut est molorro toribusapis at atus 

simus mo in et aut volor as deliquiam simil ip-

sum in con reiustem ati a ipsume pro de do-

lorerum volor sunt explatatem aceatec ese

Ne cus es repudamusam faccuptamet 

audi cum arum et laut rerunti orerum unt quis 

culpa cum con plantin ihictat. —Dan Carney

Caption info here
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Almost 20 years after breaking into Hollywood in Felicity, 

Scott Speedman is back on television in the gritty Animal Kingdom

INTO the WILD
Te x t  b y  m i tc h  m oX L e Y
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 O
n Monday mornings, Scott Speedman likes to go to the  

movies alone. Solo trips to the theater are a ritual he’s  

enjoyed since he was a high school student in Toronto, when 

he was an elite swimmer who spent countless early mornings 

in the water, training furiously. Movies were an escape—he could take 

his mind off the pool and relax—and they still are. When the lights dim, 

it sparks in Speedman the kind of excitement he felt as a teenager—the 

same excitement that propelled him into an unlikely acting career. Today, 

nearly two decades after his debut as Ben Covington in the college drama 

Felicity, opposite Keri Russell, he’s back on the small screen in TNT’s  

sun-bleached crime drama Animal Kingdom. A youthful-looking 41,  

Speedman is at the top of his game playing a complicated and not-always-

likable character—a welcome challenge for an actor who just might be the 

most likable guy in Hollywood. 

Speedman’s career in front of the camera comes from that rare combi-

nation of talent and luck. Acting wasn’t a calling: Growing up in Toronto, 

he was a shy and measured kid. “I didn’t grow up jumping in front of the 

class and performing,” Speedman says, “but I definitely had a hunger to be 

creative.” While still in high school, his girlfriend at the time encouraged 

him to respond to an open call for Batman Forever. Speedman didn’t get 

the part, but he did land an agent. When the casting director for Felic-

ity saw his work, she looked up Speedman’s mom in the phone book and 

asked him to audition. After he sent in his tape, the job was his. He flew to 

L.A. and went directly to the Chateau Marmont to meet with the show’s 

creators, J.J. Abrams and Matt Reeves. His life hasn’t been the same since.

Felicity aired for four seasons, and the popular show thrust Speedman 

into a kind of fame he wasn’t prepared for. “I had never really been to L.A. 

before. Becoming that well-known that quickly had a bit of a hangover 

to it,” Speedman says. “You can see why people don’t handle it well down 

here.” Although he admits to engaging in some “pretty cliché stuff for a 

younger person,” he managed to cope with success by driving around the 

country and getting away often to Big Sur.  

From Felicity, Speedman shifted his focus to movies. He starred in the 

Underworld films, alongside Kate Beckinsale. But it wasn’t necessarily an 

easy transition. In the eyes of fans and casting agents alike, he was still Ben 

from Felicity. “As soon as you do something successfully, you’re going to 

be known for that, and it’s up to you to sort of move the needle again.” In 

2008, Speedman appeared in Adoration by acclaimed Canadian indie film-

maker Atom Egoyan. A complex meditation on terrorism in the age of the 

Internet, Adoration was nominated for the Palme d’Or at Cannes. Egoyan 

also wrote a part specifically for Speedman in 2014’s The Captive, alongside 

Ryan Reynolds and Rosario Dawson; he played a police detective search-

ing for an abducted girl who has been forced into child pornography. 

Animal Kingdom arrived after HBO balked on a pilot Speedman 

starred in with director Ryan Murphy. But call it fortuitous: Speedman’s 

character in Animal Kingdom, Baz, is exactly the kind of counterintuitive 

role the actor is after these days. The show—based on an Australian 

film of the same name that helped launch the Hollywood careers of Joel  

Edgerton and Ben Mendelsohn—centers around a group of young men 

in a California crime family led by their mother, Smurf, played by Ellen  

Barkin. Set in blue-collar Los Angeles, the life of crime provides the 

brothers with the kind of lifestyle to which they’ve become accustomed, 

one of backyard pool parties and a fridge well-stocked with beer. But there 

are power dynamics at play within the family that begin to fester. 

Baz, the oldest son, is also the most complex: He’s complicit in the 

family’s crimes, but he also has a wife and daughter that provide him 

with moral grounding. He’s also not related to the family by blood, which 

means he’s “on the outside looking in,” as Speedman says, just like view-

ers. “You think he’s got the strongest moral compass, but he’s obviously a 

very damaged guy, so there’s a lot of opportunity to do interesting things 

with the character.” Season two, out now, sees Baz leading the brothers as 

their conflict with Smurf brews. “We’ve decided that we’ve had enough. 

We need to get away from her and start living our lives,” Speedman says. 

“And then a lot of crazy shit happens from there.”

Speedman’s character on animal Kingdom is less likable than 
many of the actor’s other roles—a welcome challenge

leADINg MAN



As he approaches the boundary, Danny Amen-

dola cuts sharp to the inside. He slithers his way 

through traffic, keenly aware of the obstacles in 

front of him. His teammate, Julian Edelman, 

surges through a gap just ahead of him, and 

Amendola follows through the rapidly closing 

hole. He’s almost tripped up—a potential di-

saster—but keeps his balance, and just when it 

looks like he’s in the clear, Amendola angles left 

to avoid one last stumbling block: a yellow taxi 

cutting in front him.

The two receivers are fresh off the most 

stunning Super Bowl comeback in NFL  

history, helping to erase a 28-3 third-quarter 

deficit against the Atlanta Falcons and thereby 

cementing themselves as New England sport-

ing legends. But that was months ago. Today, 

the pair are skateboarding through Boston, 

enjoying the spring weather and the relative  

obscurity provided by a fast-moving skateboard. 

It’s a hobby they keep throughout the off-season 

back in California, where they both live during 

the blissful months between Super Bowl and 

training camp. 

For Amendola, perhaps the only thing less 

traditional than his off-season “training” ac-

tivities is the route the veteran receiver took to 

NFL success. An undrafted free agent, the 5'11", 

188-pound Amendola started his career on the 

Dallas Cowboys’ practice squad and bounced 

around the league before finding a home in 

New England. Now a two-time Super Bowl 

champ with the Patriots, Amendola recently 

agreed to a pay cut for the third straight year, 

all in an effort to stay with the franchise that has 

set the gold standard for success in professional 

football. Maxim caught up with the Texas-born 

wideout to discuss what it takes to thrive in the 

league, how he stays in shape year-round, and 

life with Gronk. —Keith Gordon

You’ve played for multiple NFL teams. What’s 

different about the Patriots that makes the 

franchise so uniquely successful?

The success of the New England Patriots is 

based on a blue-collar mentality. It’s a mind-set 

that Coach [Bill Belichick] has instilled in play-

ers for more than a decade. There is no secret 

to the success of the team—merely hard work 

and doing the drills and developing an everyday 

work ethic that some others may not be willing 

to do, in the snow and the rain. And Tom Brady. 

Is Coach Belichick always so serious?

Bill is always serious. Unless you’re at a winning 

Super Bowl after-party. Then he smiles. 

How does a character like star tight end Rob 

Gronkowski fit into the business-like atmo-

sphere of the team?

Gronk is one of the best teammates and best 

football players ever to walk the earth. He’s our 

heart and soul when he’s on the field, and he’s 

the hardest to defend. His football IQ is off the 

charts, and his athletic ability compares to that 

of LeBron or Messi. His ability to take over is 

New England Patriots wide receiver and two-time 
Super Bowl winner Danny Amendola is having the 
time of his life. He’s earned it. 

PLAYING TO WIN

GOOD SPORT
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Beginning his NFL career as an undrafted free agent, Amendola has 
found a natural fit with the Patriots and their blue-collar ethos 
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comical to watch when he’s running by you on 

the field. He makes grown men quit. 

You entered the league as an undrafted free 

agent. Has that left a chip on your shoulder  

during your career?

Being undrafted isn’t the reason why I have a 

chip on my shoulder. I find new reasons every 

day, every year, and throughout my whole ca-

reer to play hard. I play for my family and my 

friends. My chip is much bigger than anything 

the league or the color of my jersey could put on 

my shoulders. I play to win. 

You guys were down 25 points to the Falcons 

in the third quarter of the Super Bowl. What 

was going on in your mind before the historic 

comeback? 

We always knew we had a chance in the  

Super Bowl if there was enough time. A good 

portion of that team had played together in 

tight games and knew what we all were capable 

of doing. We had been training for that moment 

all year. 

NFL players get paid not just for Sundays but 

for all the work that goes on between games as 

well. What goes into keeping your body in top 

form during the season?

The workouts and body maintenance are part of a 

daily routine that’s always changing. It’s a constant 

process around the clock, and the older you get, 

the harder it is. Getting more mature and smarter 

allows me to take better care of myself. Your body 

is a machine and every little thing counts. I enjoy 

working out every day. I’m comfortable being un-

comfortable. I also believe that it’s very important 

to eat many, many Sour Patch Kids.

What about during the off-season? Other than 

skateboarding. 

My off-season work is simple. I’ve had the same 

formula since I was a young kid, with a few  

minor alterations as I’ve aged: Work out. Run. 

Run routes. Then hit the beach by noon— 

Manhattan Beach, preferably. 

Is it easier to stay motivated in the off-season 

after a championship or a playoff loss?

Staying motivated after winning a Super Bowl 

is easy: Everyone wants to kill you. 

Is there anything you can’t do because of con-

tractual limitations that you really want to try?

Nothing prohibits me contractually. I’ve been 

skydiving and surfing. Love riding motorcycles 

and playing basketball. No limitations. I love to 

have fun. Only person that tells me to chill is my 

girl or my quarterback.

What do you wish the average fan better un-

derstood about what it takes for you and your  

teammates to go out and perform each week?

I wish the average football fan knew how much 

we run every day—it’s miles and miles of sprint-

ing against the top athletes in the world, Mon-

day to Friday. It seems all they want to talk about  

is fantasy football numbers and targets and 

catches. How about this: Go outside and try 

to keep up with the cars on the highway until 

you puke. And then do it again. And again. And 

again. Day after day. And then I’ll have your 

grade. I agree that they pay us well, but that’s 

why we do it and you don’t.

“I FIND NEW REASONS 

EVERY DAY, EVERY YEAR, 

AND THROUGHOUT MY 

WHOLE CAREER TO PLAY 

HARD. I PLAY FOR MY 

FAMILY AND MY FRIENDS.”
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For this year’s Hot 100, we looked for beautiful and bold  
women who use their platforms—whether Instagram or  
celebrity megaphone—to define and express themselves. They 
are actresses, athletes, musicians, and models, yes, but also 
brand builders, entrepreneurs, and voices of a generation.

Te x t  b y  P R I YA  R AO

MAXIM



Sister Acts
the

Kylie Jenner
@kyliejenner

Big sister Kim may have six million 

more followers on Instagram, but 

Kylie is the Kardashian of the mo-

ment. Those lips are irresistible. 

Kendall Jenner
@kendalljenner

The Keeping Up With the Kardashians 

starlet has managed to avoid many 

of the paparazzi-baiting antics that 

have plagued her sisters, which is 

why we love all 5′10″ of her even 

more. 
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Gigi Hadid
@gigihadid

With designing and photography 

stints at Tommy Hilfiger and Ver-

sus Versace, respectively, Gigi isn’t 

settling for being merely the most 

sought-after model in the world.

Bella Hadid
@bellahadid

She may have only 12.4 million Ins-

tagram followers compared to her 

sister’s 33.5 million, but the younger 

Hadid is nonetheless a covetable 

catwalk queen: She was awarded 

Model of the Year by industry heavy-

weights in 2016.
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Alexandra Daddario
@alexandradaddario

After gaining attention for her captivating turn in 

the first (and best, for that matter) season of True 

Detective, Daddario (above) stars as the brainy 

and beautiful Summer Quinn on Baywatch. 

  Baywatch
Babes

the

Priyanka 
Chopra
@priyankachopra

The former Miss World was 

already a huge star in her  

native India before she set 

her sights on the States. 

Now, with television series 

Quantico and the Baywatch 

movie behind her, she’s out 

to conquer the world. 

Ilfenesh Hadera
@ilfenator

Jumping from Spike Lee’s She’s Gotta Have It to Baywatch proves this actress 

with model-worthy good looks has range. “This is a really good time in my 

career,” Hadera reveals. “Work is consistent, but more than that I’m busy 

with projects that are all really different from one another.” As for the block-

buster of the summer, she exclaims, “It’s my biggest break!” The same could 

be said for landing on the Maxim Hot 100. “When I think of Maxim, I’m 

immediately reminded of my high school years and all the fun that the late 

’90s were,” she says. “I think of MTV Spring Break, Singled Out, and of the 

megababes of that decade, the Carmens and the Pamelas. It never occurred 

to me that I might make that list—it seemed like some elite group of women 

that I admired but didn’t think I’d ever be associated with.”

Kelly Rohrbach
@kellyrohrbach

Can anyone really live up to the epic 

babeness of Pamela Anderson as 

C.J. Parker? The luscious blonde 

hair…the don’t-make-sense curves…

the red bathing suit, oh my! Well, 

the Connecticut-turned-Cali girl 

Kelly Rohrbach (left) accomplished 

the unthinkable in the movie of the 

summer: She made us (almost) for-

get about her predecessor.  

Though the 27-year-old caught 

the acting bug while at Georgetown 

University, she first appeared in the 

2015 Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue. 

Her passion then became her true 

profession with bit parts in televi-

sion shows like Two and a Half Men 

and Rizzoli & Isles. 

Rohrbach counts Cate 

Blanchett as her acting muse, and 

fittingly, played her version of the 

Baywatch beauty with a bit of savvy. 

“The female characters are tough, 

smart, and athletic,” she says. 

“They’re badass and aren’t shy about 

showing it.” 

So don’t get distracted by the 

iconic swimsuit. “I think the defini-

tion of sexy is drastically changing,” 

Rohrbach adds. “Because we’re 

overexposed to sex, the mystery and 

intrigue is gone; the focus on the 

physical is waning. What’s sexy now 

is who the woman is and what she 

stands for—to me, a woman is sexi-

est when she is intelligent, poised, 

and independent.”



Charlotte McKinney
@charlottemckinney

Known for her envy-inducing bikini body, model 

and actress McKinney was practically made to be 

cast in Baywatch. But the 23-year-old was thrilled 

to show off her natural wit to audiences. “I’m  

excited for people to see me in a different light,” 

she explains. Playful clowning around happens 

to be what the jaw-dropping beauty looks for in 

others, too, and that includes men: “Who doesn’t 

want light, positive energy around them and 

someone who is comfortable in their own skin?”



Cara Delevingne
@caradelevingne

Quirky and cool, not to mention gorgeous, 

this “It Brit” has successfully transitioned 

from the runway to Hollywood, star-

ring in Luc Besson’s sci-fi adventure film  

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets.

 Wild
 Ones

the

Thandie Newton 
@thandieandkay

Her character on Westworld, the robotic 

madam Maeve Millay, is possibly the  

hottest thing on television. Not only is she 

smart as hell, but Newton’s enviable assets 

are on full display.

Evan Rachel Wood
@evanrachelwood

Like Thandie’s Maeve, Wood’s Dolores is a 

total badass, not unlike the actress herself, 

who wears sexy suits on the red carpet and 

is one half of the alternative electro-pop 

band Rebel and a Basketcase.

Chrissy Teigen
@chrissyteigen

Hotter and more outspoken than ever,  

Teigen is a full-on ballbuster, going after 

trolls and Trump on social media. 

Clockwise from top left:
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Alex Morgan
@alexmorgan13

The 27-year-old Californian (right) 

is already an Olympic gold medal-

ist and World Cup winner. The 

highest-paid women’s soccer player, 

Morgan has held endorsements 

with companies like Nike and 

GNC. —KG

Anna Gasser 
@annagassersnow

A world-class snowboarder, 

the 25-year-old Austrian has 

collected gold medals at 

the Winter X Games and 

FIS World Championships. 

Sponsored by Red Bull, the 

Big Air competitor will be a 

threat for gold at next win-

ter’s Olympic Games. —KG

Lindsey Vonn 
@lindseyvonn

While her off-the-snow life has 

helped make her a household 

name, Vonn (left) more than takes 

care of business on the snow. 

Fighting back from a recent  

injury, she has her sights set on  

PyeongChang 2018. —KGPaige VanZant 
@paigevanzantufc

A fighter in UFC’s strawweight 

division, VanZant (above) brings 

a blue-collar attitude to her fight-

ing. As a kid, she attended a school 

where students carried knives and 

guns, so she picked up MMA to 

protect herself. Now it’s her oppo-

nents who need protection. —KG

Hilary Knight
 @hilary_knight

Knight is a leader of the U.S. Women’s National Hockey Team, not to mention 

one of the top female players in the world. Fresh off a high-profile, successful 

team salary renegotiation with USA Hockey, the 27-year-old University of  

Wisconsin grad is busy readying for next winter’s Olympics, where the Ameri-

cans are expected to compete for gold. “It’s simple,” Knight explains. “Gold or 

bust. We are all in.”

On the ice, Knight is a blur, but off the ice, the energetic forward adopts a 

slower pace. “Everything else in my life is fast-paced, so I tend to slow things 

down in my spare time. I go paddleboarding in the summer, watch movies, 

and of course, I can never go wrong just hanging out with great friends.”

But Knight is still getting used to the buzz her beauty has created off 

the ice. “When I was one of the only girls on an all-boys team, I thought that 

being a girl was a hindrance to my success,” Knight explains. “I even cut my 

hair so that opposing teams would stop going after me on the ice. Now I 

embrace who I am. And if a smile can attract people to our sport, then I’ll 

take it.” —Keith Gordon

Danielle “Summer Rae” Moinet 
@daniellemoinet

The blonde WWE bombshell is as tough as she is sexy, which is she just how she likes it. As she 

explains, “Hot has no boundaries. It no longer has to fit in a box. Hot is confidence, it’s strength, it’s 

athletic, it’s smart, it’s curvy or slim, and nothing is hotter than a woman loving herself!” —PR



Devon Windsor
@devwindsor

Discovered at 14, the St. Louis native made 

her debut with Prada in 2013. 

Nibar Madar
@nibarmadar

After attending an open casting call, this 

Israeli newcomer and former professional 

ballet dancer was signed on the spot. 

 Head Turners  
the
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Hailey Clauson
@haileyclauson

With long blonde hair, ample assets, and 

longer-than-long legs, Clauson is a real-life 

Barbie doll. 



Jasmine Sanders
@golden_barbie

Though tight with the Kardashian clan, 

25-year-old Sanders is making a name all 

on her own. She’s walked for Miu Miu and  

modeled for Vogue. 

Jessica Strother
@jessicaannstrother

This Kate Spade and Victoria’s Secret model 

looks like she walked straight out of The Blue 

Lagoon with messy, beachy curls and sun-

kissed skin. 

Robin Holzken
@robinmarjolein

Hailing from Holland, this 20-year-old jaw-

dropper is a walking endorsement for Pilates. 
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 Kara Del Toro
@karajewell

Though the Texas model is often compared to Sofía Vergara, Del Toro is 

making a name for herself by working with iconic brands like Guess. And 

while fashion is indeed serious work, she admits she doesn’t take it all too  

seriously. Her words to live by: “Be able to make fun of yourself,” she says. “When 

you are confident, healthy, and happy, that’s when you will be the hottest.” As 

for any pro tips for channeling your inner sexiness, Del Toro says, “Laugh a lot  

for toned abs!”

Emily Sears
@emilysears

The Australian model (who appeared on the cover of Maxim Australia earlier 

this year) doesn’t take her insane curves too seriously—though we certainly do. 

Exhibit A? Instagram pics of her sporting nothing but a self-made pizza bikini.

Emanuela de Paula
@emanueladepaula

A jet-setter by trade—she’s been a face for L’Oréal and a model for  

Victoria’s Secret—28-year-old de Paula has her own travel and beauty 

website, manubymanu.com.

the Head Turners
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Josephine Skriver
@josephineskriver

A regular model for Victoria’s Secret 

and Balmain, Skriver is one of fash-

ion’s most famous faces. 



Lana Zakocela
@lanazakocela

This Maxim cover girl arrived in England 

from Latvia at 16, and has been turning heads 

ever since. 

Bo Krsmanovic 
@bokicaboba

This former Guess girl with a body that could 

kill is a thrill seeker at heart. Her passion? 

Motorcycles.

Lily Aldridge
@lilyaldridge

The face of international designer Carolina 

Herrera and jewelry house Bulgari is also  

the wife of Kings of Leon lead singer  

Caleb Followill. 

Jasmine Tookes
@jastookes

Only the third African-American model to 

wear the blinged-out Victoria’s Secret Fantasy 

Bra (after Tyra Banks and Selita Ebanks), 

Tookes was always intrigued by modeling—

her mom was a celebrity stylist and she grew 

up around fashion shoots.

Alexis Ren
@alexisren

This 20-year-old model and Instagram star is 

like your cute next-door neighbor, but with a 

body you just can’t forget. 

Barbara Palvin
@realbarbarapalvin

The Hungarian enchantress and former  

Maxim cover girl reminds us of a young Brooke 

Shields, but even sexier, if that’s possible. 

Aline Weber
@alineweber_real

This high-fashion bombshell, who has 

worked for Calvin Klein and Balenciaga,  

considers fellow Brazilian Gisele Bündchen 

her girl crush. 

Anne Vyalitsyna
@annev

Known for her 10-year-run in the Sports  

Illustrated Swimsuit Issue, the Russian stun-

ner now splits her time between New York 

and San Francisco with her tech exec fiancé. 

(She was previously linked to Maroon 5’s 

Adam Levine.)

Sirens
the
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Hannah Ferguson 
@hannahfergusonofficial

An all-American beauty from San Angelo, Texas, 

Ferguson spends her downtime baking and fishing. 

Sara Sampaio
@sarasampaio

One glance at this Portuguese looker (she grew 

up in the coastal town of Porto), and you can’t 

help but smile—her adorable laugh helps. 

Elsa Hosk
@hoskelsa

Swedish, Scorpio, seductive—need we say more?

Sweethearts
the



Alison Brie
@officialalibrie

The Community and Mad Men actress 

leads Netflix’s upcoming Glow, which 

fictionalizes the 1986 syndicated  

show Gorgeous Ladies of Wrestling. 

Come for the laughs, stay for the  

fluorescent bodysuits.

Taylor Hill
@taylor_hill

At only 21, Hill exudes youthful playfulness for 

brands like Lancôme and Victoria’s Secret. 

Gugu Mbatha-Raw
For this ever-charming 34-year-old, hot means “that 

I probably have too many clothes on...or the per-

fect cup of tea,” she jokes. The Beauty and the Beast  

actress will be everywhere in the next year, with films  

like Irreplaceable You and A Wrinkle in Time, both of 

which are directed by women—something this British 

actress is incredibly proud of. Fun fact? The natural 

beauty is also an avid swimmer, hiker, and yoga lover. 



 All
Stars

the

Alicia Vikander
The best supporting actress Oscar  

winner for The Danish Girl, Vikander 

has four films coming out later this year, 

and in 2018 she takes over for Angelina 

Jolie in Tomb Raider.



Emma Stone
Fresh off her Oscar win for La La 

Land, the angel-faced Stone laces up 

her sneakers to play tennis champ Billie 

Jean King, opposite Steve Carell, in the 

forthcoming Battle of the Sexes.

Emma Watson
@emmawatson

She dazzled as Belle in Disney’s Beauty 

and the Beast, and like her on-screen 

counterpart, Watson is known for  

her smarts. She’s a United Nations 

goodwill ambassador and will star  

opposite Tom Hanks in the tech thriller 

The Circle. 

Dakota Johnson
@dakotajohnson

The young Fifty Shades star with the 

knowing smile will appear in the series’ 

third installment next February. 

Adriana Lima
@adrianalima

Look out for the longest-running Victo-

ria’s Secret model (she’s been working 

with the brand for 17 years) in the all-

female cast of Ocean’s 8, out in 2018. 

Alessandra Ambrosio
@alessandraambrosio

The veteran Victoria’s Secret model 

and Maxim contributor continues to be 

the best-looking woman in and out of 

jeans—her husband Jamie Mazur is the 

founder of cult denim line Re/Done.

Clockwise from top left:



Zoë Kravitz
@zoeisabellakravitz

You know her parents—Lenny Kravitz and Lisa Bonet—are cool, but 

the younger Kravitz might be even cooler. She’s beyond good-looking, has  

modeled for Alexander Wang, and is the lead singer of her own band,  

Lolawolf. She’s also killing it as an actress (hello, Big Little Lies). Up next for 

the 28-year-old is the Weekend at Bernie’s–esque comedy Rough Night, alongside 

Scarlett Johansson, Kate McKinnon, and Ilana Glazer. 

Doutzen Kroes
@doutzen

Much more than a pretty face, Kroes has  

a philanthropic side. After a trip to Kenya, she 

launched the #KnotOnMyPlanet campaign 

in partnership with the Elephant Crisis Fund 

to support the endangered animal.

Isabeli Fontana
@isabelifontana

Hailing from Brazil and known for her work with L’Oréal Paris,  

Fontana breaks hearts with that blue-eyed gaze.

Tessa Thompson
@tessamaethompson

The Dear White People and Creed actress is set to bring the  

superhero Valkyrie to the screen in Thor: Ragnarok. Smart, cool, 

and fierce—she’s perfect for the part. 

the All Stars



Candice Swanepoel
@angelcandices

This Victoria’s Secret beauty, who hails from South Africa, sure is comfortable in her own skin.  

Her Instagram frequently shows off playful-meets-naughty topless pics. 

Joan Smalls
@joansmalls

The Puerto Rican stunner is best known for her 

work with Riccardo Tisci, Balmain, and Estée 

Lauder.

Irina Shayk 
@irinashayk

The new mom, who just gave birth to a baby girl with leading man Bradley Cooper,  

wasted no time getting back in her hot model shape. (Yes, we’re all jealous.) Weeks after  

she delivered, she flaunted her enviable assets in a sultry, barely there bikini pic.

Margot Robbie
@margotrobbie

The Wolf of Wall Street and Suicide Squad star is one of 

the world’s most coveted actresses right now. Look out 

for her sinister turn as Tonya Harding in the biopic  

I, Tonya.



Deepika Padukone
@deepikapadukone

The Bollywood transplant made her debut 

stateside earlier this year in xXx: The Return of 

Xander Cage, alongside Vin Diesel. She ranks 

number 10 on Forbes’ 2016 list of the world’s 

highest paid actresses. 

Becky G
@iambeckyg

Becky G gets it done. After posting videos of 

herself singing on YouTube, the 20-year-old 

Californian caught the attention of megapro-

ducer Dr. Luke, who signed her to Kemosabe 

Records. Then she landed the role of Trini in 

this year’s Power Rangers movie.

 New 
Guard

the

Ireland Baldwin
@irelandbasingerbaldwin

Like her famous cousin, Hailey, Ireland is the 

progeny of some very famous A-listers (in this 

case, Alec Baldwin and the always stunning 

Kim Basinger). But the 21-year-old isn’t let-

ting her startling good looks get to her head: 

“I think it’s hot when someone doesn’t care so 

much about vanity and appearance,” she says.

Delilah Belle Hamlin
@delilahbelle

The 18-year-old daughter of Lisa Rinna 

and Harry Hamlin just signed with a major  

modeling agency in April. 

Daisy Ridley
After breaking out in Star Wars: The Force 

Awakens in 2015, Ridley has a bevy of films 

hitting screens this year, including Murder on 

the Orient Express, before December’s much 

anticipated The Last Jedi. 

Haley Bennett
@halolorraine

She was everywhere in 2016 (The Girl on the 

Train, The Magnificent Seven), but Bennett’s 

most interesting part still awaits: She plays 

Saskia Schumann in the post-traumatic stress 

disorder drama Thank You for Your Service, 

coming out later this year. 

Clockwise from top left:



Sistine Stallone
@sistinestallone

The daughter of Sly Stallone, this 18-year-old shared 

the 2017 Miss Golden Globes with her two sisters. 

Selah Marley 
@selahmarley

Though she has music in her blood—she’s the 

daughter of Lauryn Hill and the granddaughter 

of Bob Marley—this 18-year-old fresh face is also a 

natural in front of the camera. She’s already walked 

the runway for Chanel and Kanye West’s Yeezy line.

Megan Williams
@meganmayw

A recent Guess girl (she’s starred in six of 

the brand’s campaigns), Williams graced the 

stage for Victoria’s Secret last fall. 

Ruth Negga
The Preacher starlet earned rave reviews 

and an Academy Award nomination for her  

portrayal of real-life civil rights activist  

Mildred Loving in last year’s Loving. 



Natasha Poly
@natashapoly

Though many have tried before her (Angelina  

Jolie and Jennifer Lopez, to name a few), this Russian  

supermodel (left) is the master of the high-slit-skirt 

pose on the red carpet. 

Camila Cabello
@camila_cabello

It’s been less than a year since the 20-year-

old (above) left supergroup Fifth Harmony, 

and she’s already landed two singles on the  

Billboard Hot 100. 

Lana Del Rey
@lanadelrey

This former Maxim cover girl with a dreamy 

voice has a new album, Lust for Life. 

Georgia Fowler
@georgiafowler

With that piercing gaze and sexy smirk, 

the 24-year-old Fowler oozes cool. 

Martha Hunt
@marthahunt

This North Carolinian is also a musician’s 

muse, starring in the Chainsmokers video 

“Paris” and pal Taylor Swift’s “Bad Blood.” 

Solveig Mørk Hansen
@notsolveig

This Danish-born Guess model is a nerd  

at heart: She’s devours fantasy books like  

The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit.

 Cool 
 Girls

the



Taryn Manning
@tarynmanning

Honored is the word that the musician and Orange Is the New Black actress 

uses when she finds out she’s included on the Maxim Hot 100. “You’re meta-

phorically seated on a stage next to these 99 other incredibly beautiful,  

brilliant, and talented women,” she says. 

Halsey
@iamhalsey

Halsey is back this month with her second electro-pop album,  

Hopeless Fountain Kingdom, and we’re already hooked on the single “Now 

or Never,” where she sings “Love me now, now, now, now, now, now.” 

Don’t worry, sweetheart. We do. 

Nervo
@nervomusic

Okay, so maybe this should be the Maxim Hot 101, considering that Nervo is actually made 

up of twins Miriam and Olivia. But consider this a two-for-one. The Australian sisters are 

responsible for some of your favorite club tracks, including “We’re All No One.”

Sofia Boutella
@sofisia7

This Algerian dancer with the deep dark eyes plays the titular role in the 

upcoming reboot of The Mummy. 



 Game
 Changers

the

Bregje Heinen
@bregjeheinen

Though she has beyond perfect measurements (33, 23, 35), 

we can’t stop looking at this Dutch stunner’s pillowy lips. 

Lais Ribeiro
@laisribeiro

The dark-eyed Brazilian Victoria’s Secret Angel has recently 

modeled for Balmain and La Perla. 

Jourdan Dunn
@jourdandunn

At just 26, this English model, who was discovered in  

the London suburb of Greenford as a teenager, has  

walked for every major fashion house, including Marc  

Jacobs and Versace. 

Bridget Malcolm
@bridgetmalcolm

This 25-year-old Australian model is a healthy-living guru 

in the making—her personal website promotes good vibes,  

veganism, and a positive body image. 

Clockwise from top right:



Edita Vilkeviciute
@edita_v_

Thanks to her striking features, 

this Lithuanian supermodel easily  

transforms from sexy to girl-next-

door for the camera. 
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Chanel Iman
@chaneliman

The model and actress—she’s a Victoria’s  

Secret Angel and was last seen in the  

critically acclaimed film Dope—is of Korean 

and African-American descent. 

the Game Changers
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Kelly Gale
@kellybellyboom

The half Indian, half Australian 

model rules Instagram with her 

sand-covered beach shots. 

Ashley Moore
@ashley_moore_

We’re not the only ones who 

can’t get enough of this 24-year-

old model—she’s frequently 

been linked to Justin Bieber. I 

mean, who could resist those 

curls?

Romee Strijd
@romeestrijd

Discovered in Amsterdam at 

13, the Dutch supermodel and 

2016 Maxim cover model boasts 

a sweet smile and a towering 

5′11″ frame.
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Iskra Lawrence
@iskra

This 26-year-old (above) exudes 

sex appeal—she boldly struts 

her stuff in underwear and little 

else—but she is also smart as 

hell. As a body positive activist, 

the Aerie model has challenged  

society’s perceptions of what is  

considered beautiful. And she more 

than practices what she preaches. 

Take her recent TED Talk, where 

she challenged both women and 

men to “abandon the pursuit of  

perfection,” or her newly launched  

YouTube channel, which offers 

real-life advice on how to take care 

of yourself mentally, physically, and 

emotionally.

Emily DiDonato
@emilydidonato

With pool-blue eyes and an infec-

tious smile, DiDonato is a fitness 

buff at heart: She recently got her 

certification to teach yoga.

Ashley Graham
@theashleygraham

Is there anything that Graham can’t do? The Maxim cover girl rules photo shoots, 

is a designer in her own right (she has collaborated with Addition Elle and  

Dressbarn), and just released her first book, a collection of essays titled  A New Model: 

What Confidence, Beauty, and Power Really Look Like. 

Multi-Hyphenates
the



Hailee Steinfeld
@haileesteinfeld

Not only can the 20-year-old (below) 

jump between prestige movies (True 

Grit) and teen comedies (Edge of Seven-

teen) but her songs, like “Starving,” are 

all over the charts.

Jocelyn Chew
@jocechewbacca

The Icelandic-Chinese-Canadian 

stunner flexes her fit frame with her 

first swimsuit line next spring. 

Janelle Monáe
@janellemonae

Sultry songstress Monáe (right) 

wowed in the Oscar-nominated films 

Moonlight and Hidden Figures, proving 

some women can do it all. 

Lily-Rose Depp
@lilyrose_depp

The daughter of Johnny Depp and 

model Vanessa Paradis is blazing 

her own trail. She gave fellow babe  

Natalie Portman a run for her money  

in the recent flick Planetarium. 



Katy Perry
@katyperry

Perry danced with sharks at the 

Super Bowl, rallied hard for  

Hillary Clinton, and has released 

thought-provoking tunes like  

her recent single, “Chained to  

the Rhythm.” 

Solange Knowles
@saintrecords

How, you might wonder, could 

she possibly shine with a sister like 

Beyoncé? If you’re Solange, you  

rewrite the rules. Her song “Cranes 

in the Sky,” from her album A Seat 

at the Table, earned the singer-song-

writer her first Grammy for Best 

R&B Performance this year. 

Stella Maxwell
@stellamaxwell

Complete with a brooding gaze 

and a cool-girl vibe, the North-

ern Irish model has seduced the  

hottest A-listers around, including 

Miley Cyrus and current girlfriend 

Kristen Stewart. 

Provocateurs
the
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Rosie 
Huntington-Whiteley
@rosiehw

Jason Statham is one lucky guy. This former face of 

Victoria’s Secret and Burberry, Huntington-Whiteley  

is passing down some enviable genes to the couple’s 

new baby, due later this year. 

 Bachelor
Tamers

the

Nina Agdal
@ninaagdal

Not only does this swimsuit model look damn good  

in a bikini, she also exudes tomboy cool. It’s little  

wonder that perennial bachelor Leonardo DiCaprio 

fell for her.

Hannah Davis Jeter
@hannahbjeter

Former Yankee Derek Jeter couldn’t resist the  

Sports Illustrated swimsuit model’s piercing green 

eyes—and neither can we.
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The heir to a Hollywood dynasty, 
this young Baldwin—number one 
on Maxim’s Hot 100—is making a 
name of her own

Te x t  b y  P R I YA  R AO

P h o t o g ra p h e d  b y  G I L L E S  B E N S I M O N

S t y l e d  b y  c A R O L I N E  c h R I S t I A N S S O N

 ALL
HAIL
HAILEY
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Opposite page: Black velvet 
corset, CADOLLE. Stay-ups, 
FALKE. Silk gloves, 
THOMASINE. This page: 
Silk pajama jacket, JOHN 
GALLIANO. Hoop earrings, 
Hailey’s own.



Black bra with mini corset, CADOLLE. Silk panties, 
AGENT PROVOCATEUR. Opposite page: White cropped 

top, OLIVIER THEYSKENS. Cotton lace panties, 
TOPSHOP. Lace hair band, MAISON MICHEL.

 iven her glossy Instagram profile with 

nearly 10 million followers—think self-

ies featuring pouty red lips and strate-

gically shot bikini pics—it’s a welcome 

surprise to see Hailey Baldwin sans 

makeup, with slicked-back, soaking 

wet hair, when the budding model 

and actress meets Maxim to discuss 

her landing the coveted number one 

spot on the Hot 100. “I know, it’s really 

underwhelming,” jokes the 20-year-

old with the famous last name. (She’s 

Stephen’s daughter and Alec’s niece, 

for the record.) “I came straight out of 

the shower.” 

But underwhelming isn’t exactly 

 the right word. Even though 

Baldwin is hiding her danger-

ous curves in an oversize tracksuit during our date at the Arlo Ho-

tel in Soho, the first word that comes to my mind upon meeting 

her is babe. That’s the kind of impression you make when you have 

wispy blonde hair, big brown doe eyes, and those pillowy lips. But  

simply being pretty isn’t the only requirement to cracking Maxim’s legendary 

Hot 100: You’ve also got to be a badass. And Baldwin is. She’s a provoca-

teur in the best sense, titillating the public with relationships with Justin 

Bieber and baiting gossip rags with comments like “Yes, I’m pregnant and  

@KendallJenner is the baby mama.” 

G
Come to think of it, Baldwin’s attitude might be her greatest asset. 

When she says, “At the end of the day, I don’t need people’s approval,” you 

believe her. That said, plenty of people do approve. In fact, the last year 

has seen Baldwin, who began modeling at age 17, transcend her last name,  

making her mark on the fashion world while gracing the pages of Vogue, Elle, 

and V.  Now the rising star is preparing for a transition to television as a 

host of James Corden’s upcoming reality comedy series, Drop the Mic, which 

pits celebrities against each other in rap battles (it debuts on TBS this fall).  

To Baldwin, following in her family’s footsteps was a natural progression.  

“I honestly always feel like it was a little bit inevitable for me,” she says. “I was 

always the entertainer in my family. Everyone said, ‘That’s the one you got 

to watch out for.’ ”

Unlike her celebutante friends (Jenner, Bella Hadid, and Willow Smith, 

to name a few), Baldwin, though primed for the spotlight, wasn’t tethered 

to it, which makes her seem…well, normal. She grew up 30 minutes outside 

Manhattan, and was raised as a born-again Christian, which is a grounding 

source for her still. “I’m quite spiritual; I go to church,” she says while pick-

ing out raisins from her chia seed pudding. “Last night, I was at my pastor’s 

house with his wife and kids having family dinner and playing Bananagrams 

and board games.” 

That’s not to say Baldwin isn’t partly Hollywood. Consider her rumored 

romantic flames, including Drake and Los Angeles Laker Jordan Clarkson. 

“It’s definitely easier,” she says of celebrity relationships. “You’re never worried, 

‘Are they only hanging out with me because they want to get attention or be 

seen?’ It can be weird for somebody who’s never been in this world before to 

be sucked into it.” But when I ask about her current relationship status, she 

just smiles naughtily and says, “Dating is weird, but it’s so fun.”
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Wool and cashmere 
jacket, JIL SANDER. 

Gem-embellished acetate 
sunglasses, A-MORIR.



Opposite page: Fishnet bra, 
ELISABETTA FRANCHI. 

Gold and leather hoop 
earrings, PHILIPP PLEIN.  

This page: Push-up bra, 
CADOLLE. Wide pants,  

A.F. VANDEVORST. Hoop 
earrings, Hailey’s own.
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Bodysuit, fringe leather belt, and high heels, 
AZZEDINE ALAÏA. Sunglasses, THIERRY 

LASRY. Mini earrings, Hailey’s own. 
Opposite page: Lycra lace bodysuit,  

LA PERLA. Denim shorts with Swarovski 
crystal belt, ALExANDRE VAUTHIER 

COUTURE. Hoop earrings, Hailey’s own.



Maxi coat, ANTHONY VACCARELLO. Gold 
choker with diamonds, DE GRISOGONO. 

T-back V-string panty, VICTORIA’S SECRET. 
Over-the-knee leather boots, JIMMY CHOO.
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Silk and feather robe, CADOLLE. 
Silk panties, AGENT PROVOCATEUR. 

Leather sandals, MAISON ERNEST. 
Sunglasses, MCM. Opposite page: Silk 

top and shorts, CADOLLE. For more 
information, see page 94. Makeup, Lloyd 

Simmonds for Agence Carole. Hair, 
Sebastien Bascle at Calliste. Nails, 

Christina Conrad with M.A.C  
Cosmetics at Calliste. 
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T-shirt, ARMANI ExCHANGE. Belt 
with oversize buckle, ZANA BAYNE. 
Cuff bracelets, DE GRISOGONO. 
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awrence of Arabia was a fan. “As reliable and fast as express 

trains and the greatest fun in the world to drive,” the swash-

buckling British archaeologist, military officer, diplomat, and 

author once said of his Brough Superior SS100s, which he 

loved so much he ordered seven of them. Long considered the Rolls- 

Royce of motorcycles, Broughs (pronounced “Bruff ”) were built in  

Nottingham, England, from 1919 to 1940, and became renowned 

for their unparalleled power, engineering, and sheer beauty. With 

fewer than a thousand original examples still in existence, they fetch  

extraordinary prices at auction but are relatively unknown by all but 

world-class collectors.

One of those collectors is British businessman Mark Upham, who 

opened his first motorcycle shop in 1977, the year he bought his first 

Brough, and became the U.K.’s top Triumph dealer by 1988. More than 

75 years after George Brough released the last SS100, Upham resurrected 

the brand and began producing a new version of the SS100, Brough’s 

flagship model, in 2016. Despite the impeccable British pedigree of 

the Brough name, Upham, who is now based in Austria, did it with a  

designer in Toulouse, France, named Thierry Henriette. Henriette is 

known in custom motorcycle circles for having collaborated with legend-

ary designer Philippe Starck on the W800 racer based on a Kawasaki, 

among other projects.

After acquiring the rights to the brand, Upham and Henriette met in 

2013 “and within 24 hours we’d shaken hands” on an agreement, Upham 

says. A prototype SS100, complete with details inspired by parts of origi-

nal Broughs from Upham’s collection, appeared three months later. “Thi-

erry is a very talented designer, very avant garde, a lot like Starck,” he says. 

“He is a great unsung hero of the motorcycle world. He’s done 30-plus pro-

totypes in the past and has done a lot of work for BMW, Honda, Yamaha, 

and others…For me, he’s definitely the Van Gogh of motorcycle design.”

The legendary British motorcycle returns with a new 
version of its flagship model, the Brough Superior SS100

BROUGH 

RIDER

Te x t  b y  JA R E D  PAU L  S T E R N
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Sales for the new Brough are brisk—in Europe, there’s already a 
yearlong wait list. The bike should be available stateside by 2018.

MOTO



The new SS100 is a “very light, compact bike, with the look and 

DNA of the original but utterly new,” Upham says. The new SS100  

immediately recalls the original with a polished aluminum gas tank above 

a big 88-degree, 997cc V-twin DOHC engine adorned with the retro 

Brough Superior script. It looks and rides like an expensive thoroughbred, 

and can be equipped to hit 130 mph. There are faster bikes, to be sure, but 

the SS100 is made for smooth cruising rather than spine-crushing speed, 

true to the time when T.E. Lawrence would comfortably put 500 miles a 

day on his machine. “We build bikes for gentlemen,” Upham has said.

 “There’s no question it’s a success,” he adds. “Generally, people who turn 

up to the factory buy one—or sometimes four or five. We’ve had people 

come and buy multiple bikes as individuals just because they love it.” His 

importer in England immediately placed an order for 60 of them.

With European sales already quite brisk—the factory in Toulouse is 

building 120 bikes this year, and there’s about a yearlong waiting list— 

Upham has his sights set on the U.S., with the goal of making the bike 

available stateside by early 2018. Jay Leno, who Upham says owns what’s 

probably the largest and certainly the most “beautifully presented” collec-

tion of original Broughs in the world, and who has showered praise on the 

reborn SS100, has been promised the first ride.

Upham and Henriette plan to expand the Brough range considerably. 

“There are seven bikes on the design board at present,” Upham says.  

If they’re half as successful as the first, business prospects look promising 

indeed. Henriette is “very modest, and doesn’t like to be talked about,”  

Upham says. But will the brilliant reception of the reborn Brough Supe-

rior rocket him into the spotlight? “I hope so,” Upham says. “I do hope so.”



Heritage, Power, Respect
Brakes: Front, 4 x 230 mm Beringer 4D 
stainless-steel discs; rear, 1 x 230 mm 
Beringer 4D stainless-steel discs

Power: 100bhp/130bhp (track-
only Sport version)

Engine: Water-cooled DOHC 
88-degree 997cc V-twin four-
stroke

Torque: 89Nm/120Nm (track-
only Sport version)

Transmission: 6 speed Manufactured: Toulouse, France

Weight distribution: 50/50Weight: 410 lbs 



Wingsuit pilot Jokke Sommer has lost more than 40 friends 
to the sport he loves. But he has no plans to stop soaring.

Last 
Man
FLying

Te x t  b y  b i l l  s a P o r i to

ADVENTURE
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t’s called Le Pas dans le Vide—Step Into the Void—a tourist attraction 

at the top of Aiguille du Midi mountain, a ski resort in the French 

Alps town of Chamonix. If you’re a tourist, you take a cable car and 

then an elevator to the peak, where you can gaze at the spectacular 

scenery below.

If you’re Jokke Sommer, you take the same elevator to the top of the 

mountain—and then you jump. “It’s pretty crazy,” Sommer says. “You’re 

standing there with the tourists and then you go over. You can fly for three 

minutes, from 12,000 feet. It’s super trippy, like Alice in Wonderland.” 

Sommer is one of the world’s premier wingsuit pilots, in addition to 

being a BASE jumper, paraglider, free skier/boarder, surfer, and moto-

cross rider. “Lately I’ve have been flying my wingsuit and my speed rider 

in Chamonix and Switzerland, traveling around Europe, and then in  

Portugal for some big wave surfing,” he told me when I caught up with  

him in his native Norway. In a video Sommer posted in January, he was 

piloting another dangerous toy, a paraglider known as a speed wing, down 

a slope in Chamonix. Actually, above the slope, while throwing in the  

occasional 360. His friend Graham  

Dickinson, another famous flier, 

posted on Sommer’s Facebook 

page: “Jokke Sommer tearing it up 

in paradise on his 8.5 Mirage speed 

wing. Wish I was their [sic] with you 

bro, looks so damn fresh.” You could 

sense the admiring adrenaline junkie 

in Dickinson’s post. 

That was on January 22. Three 

days later, Dickinson was gone. He 

had been flying in China’s Tianmen 

Mountain National Forest Park 

in Hunan, which has become, like 

Chamonix, a magnet for the young, 

mostly male tribe of wingsuit fliers. 

When Dickinson failed to return 

from a jump, a local search and  

rescue team was called in. They 

found his body on a cliff. No one 

was surprised. Dickinson, 28, was a 

wingsuit wonder who was always after the next 

rush, always pushing the envelope. In China, the 

envelope pushed back. 

It often does in wingsuit flying; in the past 

five years scores of people have perished, some 

as their GoPros recorded their fates. Yet the 

sport continues to grow more popular. “People 

don’t do it because of the danger; they do it 

in spite of it,” says Iiro Seppanen, a wingsuit  

pioneer, film producer, and one of the promot-

ers behind the World Wingsuit League, a competitive event that takes 

place annually in China’s Tianmen Mountain—where Dickinson died. His 

WWL league is combining components of competition and safety to turn 

human darts into something more along the lines of F1 pilots. 

Seppanen was, like Sommer, a contented BASE jumper (as in,  

Building, Antenna, Span, and Earth), happy to hurl himself off cliffs or  

skyscrapers and then glide down under a parachute canopy. Then wing-

suits appeared and everything changed. By adding sail-like fabric between 

the jumper’s legs and wings with baffles that fill with air, parachutists were 

able to create the aerodynamic “lift” that mathematician Daniel Bernoulli 

described in 1724. Instead of quickly reaching terminal velocity, they could 

instead travel horizontally before having to pull the ripcord. 

The wingsuits allow them to fly parallel to the terrain at 120 mph in 

what is known as proximity flying. The videos in which Sommer appears 
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For wingsuit pilots like Sommer, who can fly along mountainsides at up 
to 120 mph, the sport amplifies the experience of being alive

are visually stunning: a human cruise missile streaking through spectacular 

alpine couloirs, mere feet above the rocks and trees. 

Sommer, 30, has found peace, thrills, a career, and a fantastic lifestyle 

amid the carnage of the wingsuit brotherhood. Life is an adventure game, 

he says, and wingsuiting amps the experience of being alive on earth—

while at the same time threatening to shorten your stay. “Since I started, 

I’ve lost more than 40 friends,” he told me, not coldly but matter-of-factly. 

“It’s a strangeness you get used to. A lot of people quit, and I understand. 

If the sport doesn’t give you everything you dreamed of, you should quit.” 

As a kid he did the usual sports, but then at 12 got more into snow-

boarding. As a teen, a friend introduced him to motocross. When he was 

21, another friend agreed to take a skydiving course with him. “Since that 

day I was hooked,” he said. A year later he switched to BASE jumping.

His first big break came in 2010 when he was selected to appear on a 

Norwegian reality show called Mission Sudden; he was originally hired as 

an aerial cameraman. He did another show in 2011 and then received the 

recognition that every adrenaline addict craves: an endorsement contract 

with energy drink Red Bull. 

Last year, which saw the deaths 

of legends Alexander Polli and Uli 

Emanuele, seemed unrelentingly  

lethal, but Sommer says that’s not 

the case. “Every year is a bad year.” 

There was 2013, for instance, when 

he was shooting his documentary 

Wingmen that took him around the 

world, flying in exotic locales with 

two friends, Frenchman Ludovic 

Woerth and fellow Norwegian  

Espen Fadnes. They got to Dubai, 

but Woerth split off for Switzerland 

to do a jump for a film company. 

Sommer got a text message a few 

days later: Woerth and two others 

were dead. In 2015, Dean Potter and 

Graham Hunt tried to fly through  

a V-shaped rock formation in  

Yosemite National Park known 

as Lost Brother. The sound of the impacts  

announced their deaths. 

For Sommer, the losses are sustainable because 

he doesn’t see death as the end: “I believe in a bigger 

universe.” When it comes to soaring around Earth, 

the payoff for his fellow wingmen is too enormous 

to worry about dying. “Some of my friends did a lot 

of amazing, amazing things,” he says. “They died at 

35 but lived 100 times more than the guy who made 

it to 80.” 

 Sommer has had his own flirtation with mortality. A mistake in ma-

neuvering had sucked him toward a rock ledge at 120 mph. “The mountain 

passed by my face super slow. I remember the details of that rock, the little 

grass that was on it. I was thinking about Mom and Dad, my girlfriend. I 

was like, ‘Fuck, I fucked up. They are going to be pissed off.’ It was super 

crazy, an out-of-body experience, but beautiful in a way, too.” 

The near misses, the tragedies, have prompted a rethink. He recently 

spent nine hours in a wind tunnel—about 10,000 jumps’ worth—to gain as 

much understanding as he could about the aerodynamics of airborne homo 

sapiens. “I did all the crazy shit,” he explains. “Now I can restart and go back 

to zero with the knowledge I have.” 

It doesn’t mean he’ll stop, as he puts it, filling up as many glasses as 

he can. There will be big waves to surf, and big air to jump. And certainly, 

there will also be more friends to mourn. 

“if the sport doesn’t 

give you everything 

you dreamed of, you 

should quit.”
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In the Moment
L.A.-based photographer Henrik Purienne is known for his spontaneous, intimate images

portfolio
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 H
enrik Purienne may have climbed the heights 

of professional photography, having worked for 

names like Louis Vuitton and Vogue España, 

and producing numerous books of his own 

photography, including Holiday, his latest. Yet he’s not exactly 

a “professional photographer”—or so he claims. “I’m more of 

an amateur, really,” the South African–born artist says.

A documentary filmmaker for the first decade of his 

career, Purienne picked up photography as a hobby, which 

he insists it still is. “I was always taking pictures,” Purienne 

explains. “Mostly of my girlfriends on the beach, around 

the house, or on holiday. Then the Internet happened.” His  

photos became a hit online, which led to job opportunities 

and a transition from filmmaker to full-time photographer. 

Purienne’s images stand out for their laid-back joie de 

vivre. The Los Angeles–based creator doesn’t use a set, 

preferring to capture real-life images out in the world, 

unplanned and spontaneous. “I have absolutely no idea 

what’s going to happen until I pick up the camera,” he 

admits. This is evident in the images, which convey an 

intimacy borne of organic moments shared between 

photographer and subject, a refreshing change from the  

often artificial, overly designed images so common these 

days. Purienne’s shots provide glimpses into moments 

of truth and reality, a fitting artistic vision for a former  

documentary filmmaker. —Keith Gordon
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2017 will see a record number of women leading Fortune 500 companies. Here, Maxim looks at some
 of the most successful women in business around the world.  
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From left: Ursula Burns, Safra Catz, 
Susan Wojcicki, Mary Barra 

TITAN

Susan Wojcicki
CEO, YouTube
Wojcicki, who grew up in Stanford, California, was Google’s first mar-

keting manager, joining the company in 1999, and by 2006 was heading 

up Google Video, which was then competing with a small upstart called 

YouTube. Wojcicki initiated Google’s $1.65 billion purchase of YouTube in 

2006 and was named the video-sharing service’s CEO in 2014. Since that 

time, Wojcicki has increased the number of women working at YouTube to  

30 percent of the total staff. Wojcicki—whom Time magazine once called “the 

most powerful woman on the Internet”—is worth an estimated $350 million, 

according to Forbes. “Whether it’s sal-

ary or a promotion or a job, I think it’s 

important for women to ask for what 

they think they deserve,” she said at 

the 2015 Grace Hopper Celebration 

of Women in Computing in Houston.

Ursula Burns
American chairperson and CEO, 
Xerox
The daughter of Panamanian im-

migrants, Burns grew up in a public 

housing project on Manhattan’s Low-

er East Side and began working for  

Xerox as an intern in 1980. Although 

she is not the first woman to head  

Xerox—Burns succeeded former CEO 

Anne Mulcahy in 2009—she is the first 

African-American woman in U.S. his-

tory to lead a Fortune 500 company. 

She was appointed by President Barack 

Obama to help lead the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathemat-

ics (STEM) Education Coalition and served as vice chair of the president’s  

Export Council. Burns was named the 22nd most powerful woman in the 

world by Forbes in 2014, and according to a stolen email released by WikiLeaks 

last year, she was on Hillary Clinton’s short list for vice president.

Mary Barra
CEO and chairperson, General Motors 
The first female chief executive of a Big Three auto manufacturer, Barra 

practically has motor oil flowing through her veins. Barra was born in  

Royal Oak, Michigan, and her father was a die maker for Pontiac.  

She started working for GM at age 18 while attending the General  

Motors Institute (later renamed Kettering University), got her  

MBA from Stanford on a GM fellowship, then worked her way  

up through the ranks, managing the Detroit Hamtramck Assembly  

facility and holding various positions in human resources and  

global manufacturing engineering. 

Barra has held the top spot on For-

tune’s Most Powerful Women list 

for the past two years. In 2016, GM 

posted record revenue, profits, and 

earnings per share. 

Beth Comstock
Vice chair, General Electric
A onetime local television producer  

in Virginia, Comstock worked at 

NBC, CBS, and Turner Broadcast-

ing before being named General Elec-

tric’s chief marketing officer in 2003. 

She then oversaw ad revenue and 

digital media for NBC Universal, 

where she also helped develop Hulu. 

Comstock was named GE’s vice chair 

in August 2015, and now runs GE 

Business Innovations, a unit that  

includes GE Current, GE Light-

ing, GE Ventures & Licensing, and GE sales, marketing, and commu-

nications. She earned $10.4 million in total compensation last year, and  

apparently doesn’t fear conflict. “Leadership is about navigating tension,” 

Comstock said in a 2016 interview with the New York Times. “Tension is 

actually good.”
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AN AMERICAN CLASSIC SINCE 1934.
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Marillyn Hewson
Chairperson, president, and CEO, Lockheed Martin
Hewson, who earned $19.4 million in 2016, has been at the helm of  

the world’s biggest defense contractor since January 2013, three decades 

after joining the company as an industrial engineer. During her tenure,  

Hewson—whose mother served in the Women’s Army Corps during 

WWII—has renewed Lockheed’s focus on military hardware over civil 

aviation, doubling the company’s market cap in the process. In 2015,  

Hewson engineered the $9 billion purchase of Sikorsky Aircraft (maker of 

the famous UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter), giving Lockheed new capac-

ity in rotary wing aircraft and drone technology. 

Safra Catz
Co-CEO, Oracle
Born in Holon, Israel, Catz moved to the Boston area with her parents at 

the age of six. She was the highest paid female CEO in 2016, with a to-

tal compensation of $40.9 million, and the fifth highest-paid U.S. CEO 

overall. And she seems to be laser-focused on the future, regardless of what  

others think. “As much as people say they love change, they love it when you 

change; not when you want them to change,” Catz said at a recent confer-

ence in London. “Even when it comes to processes they don’t like, they’re 

afraid of change.”

Emma Walmsley 
CEO, GlaxoSmithKline
One of just seven female CEOs in the FTSE 100, Walmsley, who joined 

GSK in 2010, leads a global workforce of 100,000 employees. Walms-

ley cut her teeth in the cosmetics business, spending 17 years as a L’Oréal  

executive posted in London, Paris, Shanghai, and New York. She was 

appointed CEO of GSK Consumer Healthcare, a joint venture between 

GSK and Novartis, in 2015, and was named CEO of the entire operation 

in April of this year. “People regret far more what they don’t do rather than 

what they do,” she wrote in an essay published on LeanIn.org, the women’s 

empowerment platform founded by Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg. 

Harriet Green 
General manager, IBM
The former CEO of the Thomas Cook Group, London-based Green 

presently leads three major business units at IBM: the Watson Internet of 

Things, Commerce, and Education. She has been named U.K. Business 

Leader of the Year, Veuve Clicquot’s 2014 Business Woman of the Year, and 

one of the United Kingdom’s 100 most powerful women by BBC Radio 4 in 

2013. Green is a non-executive director of defense and aerospace contractor 

at BAE Systems, and is a founder of PeaceWorks, which helps people living 

in war zones develop and sell specialty food products. 

Wendy Tan White 
General partner, Entrepreneur First
A London native, Tan White began her professional life as an IT consultant 

at Arthur Andersen & Co. She cofounded the Moonfruit DIY website tool 

in 1999, having seeded the business with $50,000 of her own money. Tan 

White temporarily stayed on as CEO after selling the company to Yell in 

2012 for $37 million in cash. Now a general partner at start-up accelerator 

Entrepreneur First, Tan White is on the advisory boards for U.K. Govern-

ment Digital Services and Tech City U.K., and was 38th on Computer 

Weekly’s 50 Most Influential Women in United Kingdom IT for 2016. 

From left: Beth Comstock, Emma Walmsley,  
Wendy Tan White, Harriet Green, Marillyn Hewson
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Edge® Cleansing Shave Gel gets you ready for whatever your 

day has in store. Our lubricating molecules create a soothing 

layer between the blade and the skin to enhance razor glide and 

closeness, help reduce friction and moisturize your skin for a 

smooth shave with less irritation. Get your Edge®

Visit edgeshave.com

Maxim joined forces with the Hard Rock Hotel 

& Casino Las Vegas and premium spirits giant 

Beam Suntory for an April issue cover party that 

was one for the books.  

Inside the Sin City hotel’s Vanity nightclub, 

Serbian supermodel Bo Krsmanovic popped 

bottles alongside similarly stunning partygoers 

to celebrate her scorching Maxim cover.

Specialty cocktails were served by Hornitos 

Tequila, Effen Vodka, and Cruzan Rum, while DJ 

Loczi provided the beats. Viva Las Vegas!

M A X I M  A N D  H A R D  
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COVER

Mesh bodysuit, ELISABETTA FRANCHI ($185); elisabettafranchi.com. 

Gold and leather necklace, PHILIPP PLEIN (price upon request); plein 

.com/us/. Over-the-knee boots, MAISON ERNEST ($400); maisonernest 

.com. Stay-ups, FALKE ($35); falke.com.

SUMMER BLUES

P.8: Casual blazer, LARDINI ($688); farfetch.com; Overseas Blue 

Dial Watch, VACHERON CONSTANTIN ($19,400); overseas. 

vacheron-constantin.com. Yves Klein book, TASCHEN ($15); taschen.com. 

Heirloom Streamline signet ring with Pietersite, DAVID YURMAN ($450); 

davidyurman.com. Mach-One sunglasses, DITA ($750); dita.com. Costa  

Azzurra eau de parfum, TOM FORD ($225); tomford.com. 180 The Mocca-

sin full-grain leather and suede penny loafers, J.M. WESTON ($860); mrporter 

.com. Single grain scotch whisky, HAIG CLUB ($60); haigclub.com.  

Meisterstück cuff links, MONT BLANC ($395); montblanc.com.  

Meisterstück leather single-gusset briefcase, MONT BLANC ($2,075);  

montblanc.com.

TOP GUN

P.10: HGU-55/P helmet with MBU-12/P oxygen mask, GENTEX ($600);  

gibson-barnes.com. Carpenters’ divider, STARRETT ($185); global 

industrial.com. Tiger technical bomber jacket, BURBERRY ($895); burberry 

.com. Colonia Ebano fragrance, ACQUA DI PARMA ($295); bloomingdales 

.com. Navitimer Rattrapante watch in red gold, BREITLING ($38,325);  

breitling.com. Buck Danny comic book, DUPUIS ($15); dupuis.com. Moth II 

military-style mid-calf boot, JOSEPH CHEANEY & SONS ($665); cheaney 

.co.uk. Aviator chair, RESTORATION HARDWARE (from 1,895);  

restorationhardware.com. Aviator-style mirrored sunglasses, THOM 

BROWNE ($700); mrporter.com. MB Barrel cuff links, BREMONT 

MAXIM (ISSN 1092-9789) June/July Issue, Volume 21, Number 5 is published monthly except for combined issues of Dec/Jan and June/July by Maxim Inc., 268 West 44th 
Street, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10036. One-year subscription rates: for U.S., $24.97; for Canada, $34.97; for all other countries, $54.97 in prepaid U.S. funds. Canadian GST 
Registration #867774580, Publications Agreement number 40031590. Periodicals postage paid at New York, NY, and at additional mailing offices. POSTMASTER: Send change 
of address to: Maxim, P.O. Box 420235, Palm Coast, FL 32142-0235. Return undeliverable Canadian addresses to P.O. Box 503, RPO West Beaver Creek, Richmond Hill, ON 
L4B 4R6. We sometimes make our subscriber list available to companies that sell goods and services by mail that we believe would interest our readers. For subscriptions, 
address changes, adjustments, or back issue inquiries, or if you would rather not receive third-party mailings, please visit us at Maxim.com/customerservice or write to 
Maxim, P.O. Box 420235, Palm Coast, FL 32142-0235, or call 386-447-6312. Copyright © 2017 Maxim Media Inc. MAXIM® is a registered trademark owned by Maxim Media Inc. 
All rights reserved.

($160); bremont.com. Printed dot silk evening scarf, TOM FORD ($620);  

nordstrom.com.  

SPACE AND TIME

P.12: Astronomia Tourbillon in 18k rose gold, JACOB & CO (price upon  

request); jacobandco.com. Marine Grand Deck Tourbillon in 18k white gold, 

ULYSSE NARDIN (price upon request); ulysse-nardin.com. TEC1 

Tourbillon in 18k red gold, ARNOLD & SON (price upon request);  

arnoldandson.com.

GET WET

P.14: Hydrating Lotion, SHISEIDO MEN ($31); shiseido.com. Saphir  

Concentrate Anti-Aging Oil, SJÄL ($175); sjalskincare.com. After Shave  

Energizer, CLARINSMEN ($29); clarinsusa.com. Gentle Cleanser,  

PERRICONE MD ($45); perriconemd.com. After Sun Aloe Mist,  

HERBIVORE BOTANICALS ($20); herbivorebotanicals.com.  

Fragrance, FUEGUIA 1833 ($95); luckyscent.com. Sheer Fluid Sun Shield, 

LANCER ($55); lancerskincare.com.

HAILEY BALDWIN

P.68: Black velvet corset, CADOLLE ($795); cadolle.com, Stay-ups, 

FALKE ($35); falke.com. Silk gloves, THOMASINE (price upon  

request); thomasinegloves.com. P.69: Silk pajama jacket, JOHN GALLIA-

NO ($675); johngalliano.com. P.70: Black bra with mini corset, CADOLLE 

($1,225); cadolle.com. Silk panties, AGENT PROVOCATEUR ($45); 

agentprovocateur.com. P.71: White cropped top, OLIVIER THEYSKENS 

($672); oliviertheyskens.com. Cotton lace panties, TOPSHOP ($15); topshop 

.com. Lace hair band, MAISON MICHEL ($275); michel-paris.com.  

P.72: Gold and leather hoop earrings, PHILIPP PLEIN ($405); plein.com 

/us/. Fishnet bra, ELISABETTA FRANCHI ($115); elisabettafranchi.com.  

P.73: Push-up  bra, CADOLLE ($225); cadolle.com. Wide pants, A.F.  

VANDEVORST ($800); afvandevorst.be/en. P.74: Bodysuit ($630),  

python fringed leather belt ($2,030), and high heels ($920), all AZZEDINE  

ALAÏA; alaia.fr. Sunglasses, THIERRY LASRY ($450); thierrylasry.com.  

P.75: Lycra lace bodysuit, LA PERLA ($300); laperla.com. Denim shorts 

with Swarovski crystal belt, ALEXANDRE VAUTHIER COU-

TURE (price upon request); alexandrevauthier.com. P.76: Silk and 

feather robe, CADOLLE ($2,550); cadolle.com. Silk underwear, AGENT  

PROVOCATEUR ($90);  agentprovocateur.com. Sunglasses, MCM ($330);  

mcmworldwide.com. Shoes, MAISON ERNEST ($250); maisonernest 

.com. P.77: Silk top and shorts in light pink, CADOLLE (price upon request);  

cadolle.com.

Correction:

In “Maxim Movies” (May 2017, p. 22), we erroneously reported that  

Àstrid Bergès-Frisbey turns the role of Guinevere into a career maker in King  

Arthur: Legend of the Sword. She does not play Guinevere; her character is the 

Mage. Maxim regrets the error.

THE HOT 100 P.37

OPENER: Tristan Fewings/Getty Images. ADRIANA LIMA: Daniel Jackson/

Art+Commerce. ALESSANDRA AMBROSIO: Gilles Bensimon. ALEX 

MORGAN: James White/Trunk Archive. ALEXANDRA DADDARIO: 

Trunk Archive. ALEXIS REN: Martin Rusch/Trunk Archive. ALICIA  

VIKANDER: Williams & Hirakawa/August. ALINE WEBER: Gilles 

Bensimon. ALISON BRIE: Andrew Macpherson/CPi Syndication. ANNA 
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NEW PRODUCTS!

Are you seeing 
Look for our most popular products that now feature Nitric Oxide Boosters

  RED

✁

 Consumer: Redeemable at retail locations only. Not valid for online or mail-order purchases. Retailer: 
Irwin Naturals will reimburse you for the face value plus 8 (cents) handling provided it is redeemed by a
consumer at the time of purchase on the brand specifi ed. Coupons not properly redeemed will be void and held.
Reproduction by any party by any means is expressly prohibited. Any other use constitutes fraud. Irwin 
Naturals reserves the right to deny reimbursement (due to misredemption activity) and/or request proof 
of purchase for coupon(s) submitted. Mail to: CMS Dept. 10363, Irwin Naturals, 1 Fawcett Drive, Del Rio, TX 
78840. Cash value: .001 (cents). Void where taxed or restricted. ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE. Not valid for 
mail order/websites.  Retail only.

EXPIRES: 09/30/17            MANUFACTURERS COUPON

SAVE $2
ANY IRWIN NATUR ALS PRODUCT

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration. 
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Save $2.00 on any product at 
www.IrwinNaturals.com by entering 

coupon code: 012662

Follow Us On...

GASSER: Courtesy of Redbull. ANNE V: Gilles Bensimon. ASHLEY  

GRAHAM: Gilles Bensimon. ASHLEY MOORE: Villanueva and Stone/CPi 

Syndication/Chilli Media. BARBARA PALVIN: Gilles Bensimon. BECKY 

G: Brian Ziff/CPi Syndication/Lickerish. BELLA HADID: Phil Poynter/

Trunk Archive. BO KRSMANOVIC: Gilles Bensimon. BREGJE HEINEN: 

Sergi Pons/Trunk Archive. BRIDGET MALCOLM: Simon Upton/Trunk 

Archive. CAMILLA CABELLO: Jack Guy/Contour by Getty Images. CAN-

DICE SWANEPOEL: Trunk Archive. CHANEL IMAN: Trunk Archive. 

CHARLOTTE MCKINNEY: Hunter & Gatti/Trunk Archive. CHRISSY 

TEIGEN: Thomas Whiteside/Trunk Archive. DAISY RIDLEY: Miller  

Mobley/August. DAKOTA JOHNSON: Txema Yeste/Trunk Archive. DAN-

IELLE MOINET: Quby Photography. DEEPIKA PADUKONE: Vishesh 

Verma/Maxim India/CPi Syndication/Chilli Media. DELILAH HAMLIN: 

Yu Tsai/Contour by Getty Images. DEVON WINDSOR: Dean Isidro/Trunk 

Archive. DOUTZEN KROES: Russell James/Art+Commerce. ELSA 

HOSK: Sante D’Orazio. EMANUELA DE PAULA: Ben Watts/Trunk  

Archive. EMILY DIDONATO: Trunk Archive. EMILY SEARS: Harlem 

Productions/CPi Syndication/Chilli Media. EMMA STONE: Dan MacMed-

an/Getty Images. EMMA WATSON: Vincent Peters/Trunk Archive. EVAN 

RACHEL WOOD: Juco/Contour by Getty Images. GEORGIA FOWLER: 

Cameron Hammond/CPi Syndication/Chilli Media. GIGI HADID: Trunk 

Archive. GUGU MBATHA-RAW: Peggy Sirota/Trunk Archive. HAILEE 

STEINFELD: Yu Tsai/Contour by Getty Images. HAILEY CLAUSON: 

Dove Shore/Contour by Getty Images. HALEY BENNETT: Will David-

son/Trunk Archive. HALSEY: Trunk Archive. HANNAH FERGUSON: 

Gilles Bensimon. HANNAH JETER: Daniel Jackson/Art+Commerce. HIL-

ARY KNIGHT: Eric Ray Davidson/Trunk Archive. ILFENESH HADE-

RA: Dove Shore/Contour by Getty Images. IRELAND BALDWIN: Jeff  

Lipsky/CPi Syndication. IRINA SHAYK: David Roemer/Trunk Archive. 

ISABELI FONTANA: Terry Tsiolis/CPi Syndication. ISKRA LAW-

RENCE: Courtesy of Iskra Lawrence. JANELLE MONÁE: Meredith 

Jenks/Trunk Archive. JASMINE SANDERS: Trunk Archive. JASMINE 

TOOKES: Gilles Bensimon. JESSICA STROTHER: Tom Schirmacher/

August. JOAN SMALLS: Taylor Hill/WireImage/Getty Images. JOCE-

LYN CHEW: Courtesy of Jocelyn Chew. JOSEPHINE SKRIVER: Trunk  

Archive. JOURDAN DUNN: Dusan Reljin/Management+Artists/August. 

KARA DEL TORO: Tatiana Gerusova/Guess. KATY PERRY: Regan Cam-

eron/Art+Commerce. KELLY GALE: Todd Barry/Trunk Archive. KELLY 

ROHRBACH: Dean Isidro/Trunk Archive. KENDALL JENNER: Russell 

James/Art+Commerce. KYLIE JENNER: Frazer Harrison/Getty Images. 

LAIS RIBEIRO: Francois G. Durand/WireImage/Getty Images. LANA 

DEL REY: Chris Nicholls/Contour by Getty Images. LANA ZAKOCELA: 

Gilles Bensimon. LILY ALDRIDGE: Marc Hom/Trunk Archive. LILY-

ROSE DEPP: Angelo Pennetta/Trunk Archive. LINDSEY VONN: Courte-

sy of Redbull. MARGOT ROBBIE: Kai Z Feng/Trunk Archive. MARTHA 

HUNT: Russell James/Art+Commerce. MEGAN WILLIAMS: Justin 

Marquis/Sports Illustrated/Contour by Getty Images. NATASHA POLY: 

Satoshi Saikusa/Trunk Archive. NERVO: Damon Baker/Trunk Archive. 

NIBAR: Manny Roman. NINA AGDAL: Gilles Bensimon. PAIGE VAN-

ZANT: Mike Roach/Zuffa LLC/Zuffa LLC via Getty Images. PRIYANKA  

CHOPRA: Mike Ruiz/CPi Syndication/Lickerish. ROBIN HOLZKEN: 

Rayan Ayash. ROMEE STRIJD: Gilles Bensimon. ROSIE HUNTING-

TON-WHITELEY: Kurt Krieger/Corbis via Getty Images. RUTH  

NEGGA: Zoey Grossman/CPi Syndication. SARA SAMPAIO: Gilles 

Bensimon. SELAH MARLEY: Jeff Bark. SISTINE STALLONE: Doug 

Inglish/Trunk Archive. SOFIA BOUTELLA: Francois Berthier/Contour 

by Getty Images. SOLANGE: Juco/Contour by Getty Images. SOLVEIG: 

Kenneth Willardt/Trunk Archive. STELLA MAXWELL: Gilles Bensimon. 

TARYN MANNING: Noe DeWitt/Trunk Archive. TAYLOR HILL: Terry 

Tsiolis/CPi Syndication. TESSA THOMPSON: Williams & Hirakawa/ 

August. THANDIE NEWTON: Trunk Archive. ZOË KRAVITZ: Christian  

Anwander/CPi Syndication/Chilli Media. 

✁
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MAXIM

“A woman knows the face of the man she loves as a 

sailor knows the open sea.”
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©2017 Indian Motorcycle International, LLC. Always wear your helmet. Never drink and ride. Starting price based on black Scout® Sixty.

It’s not too late to change the plot. 

Inject more passion. Add more 

swagger. The Indian® Scout,® starting 

at $8,999—a small price to pay for 

a life that’s larger than life. Build your 

own at indianmotorcycle.com.


